Gentrification Response: A Survey of Strategies to Maintain Neighborhood Economic Diversity
Executive Summary

In high-cost cities across the U.S., local governments are struggling with how to protect low-income households and the economic diversity of neighborhoods in the face of soaring housing costs. Where demand for housing outstrips supply, construction of more market-rate housing must be a part of the solution; but such construction is necessary but not necessarily sufficient to protect lower income households from displacement or the economic diversity of neighborhoods. In this report, we survey strategies that have been used both to create more affordable housing and assist low-income households at risk of displacement because of rising rents. It is important to note that we have not studied the effectiveness of these policies in practice. We also recognize that the effectiveness of a policy intervention will vary based on local conditions, which we also do not address. However, we hope that this overview of possible approaches is a helpful starting point for policymakers and practitioners interested in addressing these goals as part of a local housing strategy.
Executive Summary (continued)

I. GOAL: Creating and Preserving Affordable Housing in Gentrifying Areas

Protecting the existing affordable housing stock and using resources strategically to expand it in neighborhoods where rents are rising are important strategies for cities concerned with the future economic diversity of those neighborhoods. Government-subsidized affordable housing located in areas with rising rents can help foster diversity and stability in neighborhoods; but, depending on how much rents have risen, it can also come with a high price tag, resulting in fewer affordable units than if the resources were used in lower-cost areas of a city. With these considerations in mind, we explore the following strategies and tools aimed at creating and preserving affordable housing:

A. Strategy: Strategic Use of City-Owned Land

1. Ground Leases: long-term leases of city-owned land that include an affordability requirement.

2. Mechanisms to Restrict Use after Sale: deed restrictions or agreements that limit the use of formerly city-owned land to affordable housing.

3. Community Land Trusts: cooperatively owned entities that hold formerly city-owned land (and other land) in trust to maintain affordable homeownership or rental properties.

B. Strategy: Strategic Use of Other City Resources

1. Housing Subsidies: the prioritized use of subsidies for new construction and preservation of housing in gentrifying areas.

2. Property Tax Benefits: a property tax benefit for landlords who provide low-rent housing or for low-income homeowners facing sudden increases in property taxes.

C. Strategy: Harnessing the Market

1. Inclusionary Zoning: a zoning bonus or requirement that results in the inclusion of affordable units in newly developed multifamily properties.

2. Linkage Fees: a requirement for certain types of new development—often commercial—resulting in fees paid into an affordable housing trust fund.
Executive Summary (continued)

II. GOAL: Assisting Tenants at Risk of Displacement

As areas that have lacked significant private investment become the focus of development in cities, many existing residents increasingly worry that they will be pushed out of their neighborhoods. Cities have adopted a range of strategies to help low-income residents facing displacement pressures. Some of these strategies can add to the cost of private housing provision, and potentially reduce investment, which can further drive up rents. We explore the pros and cons of the following strategies and tools aimed at potentially helping households remain in place and helping households that have to move:

A. Strategy: Regulating the Landlord/Tenant Relationship
1. Rent Regulation: caps on the amount rent can be raised in the privately owned, unsubsidized housing stock.

2. Other Regulations of Tenancy: strengthening tenants’ rights, including limits on permissible eviction circumstances, requirement of longer-term leases, and/or creation of tenants’ rights during sale of a unit.

3. Anti-Harassment Laws: laws prohibiting harassing behavior and creation of affirmative enforcement mechanisms.

4. Know and Enforce Your Rights Assistance: legal and organizing services for tenants, and wide and public dissemination of tenants’ rights disclosures.

B. Strategy: Assistance for Households that Move
1. Preferences for Subsidized Housing: preferences for available subsidized units for individuals vulnerable to displacement.

2. Relocation Assistance and Regulation of Buyouts: payments to displaced tenants (either legal requirement or regulation of informal “buyouts”) and counseling services to help with apartment search and application process.

3. Unified Tenant Screening Report: common application and criteria for rental units negotiated with landlords and tenants’ groups.
Introduction

Over the past twenty-five years, many cities in the United States have experienced striking economic change.1 After decades of attempting to entice real estate and business investments, as well as a resident base with higher taxable income, officials in these cities now find themselves with a significant amount of all three. One of the most visible results of this shift has been soaring housing prices. As the demand for housing has grown to far exceed the existing supply, many urban neighborhoods that have long served as a home for mostly low- and moderate-income households are now seeing an influx of higher-income households; in other words, they are experiencing gentrification.2

The spread of investment into these areas presents both opportunities and challenges for policymakers in high-cost cities. Many residents, policymakers, and academics have celebrated reinvestment in areas long neglected by businesses and developers as well as the integration of people of different incomes and races moving in. Research shows that the presence of higher-income households in a neighborhood can bring with it more retail activity, which may bring employment opportunities, and an improvement in city services, including schools.3 There is more mixed evidence on the question of whether gentrification results in less segregation across neighborhoods and how gentrification affects (or is affected by) crime rates.4

As the demand for housing has grown to far exceed the existing supply, many urban neighborhoods that have long served as a home for mostly low- and moderate-income households are now seeing an influx of higher-income households; in other words, they are experiencing gentrification.

---


2 Gentrification is commonly used term, but it is often defined in different ways. For the purposes of this paper, we are defining gentrification as rapid rent growth in areas occupied by lower-income households.


Cities with rising housing costs need to promote—or at least not unduly impede—housing development if their goal is to promote housing affordability for low- and moderate-income households. That said, it takes time to construct new units; and, as they are created, a hot market without tenant protections is likely to leave low-income tenants vulnerable. Thus, while more housing development is necessary to address the affordable housing crises in high-cost cities, it is insufficient to ensure that these cities remain home to economically diverse neighborhoods. Cities interested in providing housing affordable to low- and moderate-income residents and maintaining diverse neighborhoods will want to supplement policies that encourage new development with those that promote preservation of affordable stock and protections for lower-income households.

In this report we explore policy tools that have been tried by cities to achieve these latter two goals\(^6\) —in Section I, we highlight strategies to promote affordable housing development and preservation in gentrifying neighborhoods; and in Section II, we consider strategies to assist incumbent residents at risk of displacement or who have to move because of gentrification.

It is important to emphasize that we have not performed an empirical evaluation of the policies we discuss (although we do cite empirical evaluations of others where available), and do not mean to suggest that these policies will always, in practice, be successful in achieving their stated goals. More work is needed to rigorously evaluate the impact of these policies and to pinpoint the conditions under which they are able to help cities foster economic diversity citywide and in wide range of neighborhoods. Nonetheless, we hope this overview of approaches is a useful catalogue of options available to local policymakers.

\(^6\) Strategies that facilitate the development of more market-rate housing are also critically important in addressing housing needs in high-cost cities, but they are not the focus of this paper.
I. GOAL: Creating and Preserving Affordable Housing in Gentrifying Areas

Rising rents can pose a threat to both subsidized and unsubsidized affordable housing. The latter threat is obvious: unsubsidized units are only affordable if market rents are affordable. In subsidized units where affordability restrictions expire after a period of time, the potential threat arises from the fact that higher prices make landlords less likely to seek out new subsidy to keep the units affordable. This threat to affordability in gentrifying neighborhoods requires special attention if economic diversity is to be preserved. In areas where rents are on the rise, strategic use of city subsidies, land use regulations, and city-owned land can help create and preserve affordable units. Below we explore ways that localities can deploy these different tools to create long-term affordable housing in the face of gentrification.

A. Strategy: Strategic Use of City-Owned Land

Municipalities that still own land in their boundaries have a head start in creating new affordable units. The price of land accounts for a substantial amount of the cost of building new housing in high-demand areas. Providing land at no or reduced cost can be a subsidy for housing development. City-owned land need not be vacant to be useful: government-owned buildings might be redeveloped into affordable units or have affordable units added on top of them. When cities use their land resources this way, they have a number of ways to structure deals to promote the long-term affordability of the housing on the site.

1. Ground Leases

With a ground lease, a city maintains ownership of a piece of land while renting it out on a long-term basis (often 75 to 99 years) to a developer. Where the city wishes to use its land to facilitate the development of affordable housing, it can lease the land at a discount, and the lease it signs with a developer can establish the terms of the affordability requirements. An example is the leasing by the New York City Housing Authority of some of its property to raise revenue for public housing while also creating affordable units. In the last decade, Washington D.C. has also been in the process of leasing surplus city property to private developers to create affordable housing, as well as other community facilities.

The benefit of leasing, rather than selling, city-owned land for development is that the land remains within the city’s control once the lease is over, which is one way to ensure that the land is used for the provision of below-market housing indefinitely. Ground leases, however, typically result in less revenue than a sale. And another disadvantage is that by retaining ownership, the city, as landlord, retains some legal obligations to the property.

If a below-market or no-cost ground lease provides insufficient subsidy to create the amount of affordable housing at the rent levels the city seeks, it can be paired with other housing subsidies.

---

2. Mechanisms to Restrict Use after Sale

Even when a city does not maintain ownership of a piece of land, it can secure the long-term affordability of the units developed on that land though a number of mechanisms.

One tool available to a city is a restrictive covenant. A restrictive covenant is a deed restriction limiting land uses that “run with the land.” This means that it must be honored by all subsequent owners for all time unless the original owner that created the covenant—here, the city—agrees to remove it. A city can include a restrictive covenant in the deed whether it donates or sells the land to a private developer. Covenants can include a provision that specifies who can enforce them. Cities may wish to use such a provision creatively: allowing both city enforcement officials and certain private parties (such as residents) the ability to enforce affordability requirements.

Cities can also impose restrictions through a restrictive declaration, which is an agreement between a government actor and a private party that is recorded against the property and runs with the land, binding future owners—just as restrictive covenant does.

Restrictive covenants and restrictive declarations can ensure permanent affordability as long as subsequent city officials do not remove the requirement, and as long as they are enforced. If officials remove the requirement (or fail to enforce it), then the land is entirely outside the city’s control absent another regulatory tool to ensure affordability.

There are a number of mechanisms available to jurisdictions to achieve some control over the activity on the lot either in perpetuity or for a significant length of time.

Cities can also have control over what happens to formerly city-owned land by providing subsidy or a mortgage to the new owner. In that case, the new owner would be subject to the terms of a regulatory agreement or a mortgage that can impose affordability restrictions. While these tools are generally time limited, they are often of long-term duration.

In short, there are a number of mechanisms available to jurisdictions to achieve some control over the activity on the lot either in perpetuity or for a significant length of time. Of course, each of these mechanisms is only as good as the monitoring and enforcement that accompany them over time. When a city transfers its land to private ownership for the creation of affordable housing, it can ensure the long-term affordability of units on that property through one of these mechanisms.

---


3. **Community Land Trusts**

A city can also transfer its land to mission-driven organizations that use ground leases in a different way to create permanent affordability. A community land trust (CLT) for affordable housing is a non-profit entity that owns land that it stewards to ensure the long-term affordability of the properties on the land. The CLT sells the buildings on the land, or the right to develop the land, to a homeowner or a developer. By removing the cost of land, a CLT allows the units on the land to be sold or rented for more affordable prices. The CLT then provides a long-term lease to the building owner to ensure the affordability of the housing. While the city gives up control of the land to the trust, it can provide a stipulation that should the CLT dissolve the land reverts back to city ownership.

For ownership units, the CLT generally regulates sales via resale formulas that govern the price at which a dwelling unit may be resold. Residents can build equity by paying down a mortgage and, under most resale formulas, they receive a share of their home’s appreciating value (if any) upon resale. At the same time, resale price is limited, allowing only for a “fair return” to keep the units affordable. Members of a CLT may also be limited in to whom they are allowed to sell: CLTs often restrict themselves to low- to middle-income residents. In the South Atlanta Land Trust in Georgia, for example, this has resulted in housing for low-income single women, predominantly of color. A CLT run by ACORN in Englewood Chicago makes units even more affordable by offering a lease-with-an-option-to-buy product, with all of the payments during the three-year lease going to paying down a mortgage if the option is exercised. Resale formulas and other rules governing CLTs are created by a board that consists of the homeowners themselves, members of the surrounding community, and, perhaps, other stakeholders.

Transferring city-owned land into a Community Land Trust can help ensure its long-term affordability and insulate it from a city’s changing political priorities over time.

---


CLTs have been used in several cities around the United States. The biggest CLT in the country, in Burlington, Vermont, includes both homeownership (via ground lease) and rental units, potentially providing a model for a higher-density CLT.14

B. Strategy: Strategic Use of Other City Resources

In addition to employing city-owned land in the service of affordable housing, local governments may also want to think about how to use subsidy dollars strategically to promote affordability in gentrifying and high-cost areas. But, there is also a cost associated with focusing housing resources in areas with rising rents, namely that it is more costly than focusing in areas where government resources may stretch farther to serve more households. Given the overwhelming demand for housing subsidies from eligible households, local governments should carefully weigh this tradeoff. But, if cities are able to identify neighborhoods relatively early in the gentrification process, they may be able to lock-in affordability in areas where it will be much more costly to preserve affordability later.

1. Housing Subsidies

As a practical matter, cities can do this as they make their discretionary decisions about where to invest their subsidy dollars. The Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC)—the nation’s most-used tool to create new affordable housing—provides a mechanism through which administering jurisdictions (typically states but also some cities) can direct the siting of development. State and local allocating agencies issue Qualified Allocation Plans (QAPs) that specify their priorities in selecting projects to receive credits. A recent study found that changes in QAPs that prioritized development in higher-opportunity areas resulted in more development in low poverty areas.15 Tailoring of QAPs to achieve strategic goals can be an effective tool, like development in high-opportunity areas. While it differs from the question studied in this research, it may also be possible to use QAPs to encourage the development and preservation of affordable housing in areas that were formerly low-income and have seen dramatic rent growth. However, because of limited available data on current rents and the process involved in updating QAPs, this tool might not be particularly nimble.

2. Property Tax Breaks

As the value of real estate in a neighborhood increases, property taxes typically rise as well. The burden that this creates for property owners presents an opportunity for cities to use property tax relief to support affordable housing. When


targeted towards rental properties, such a tax benefit can be used to preserve affordable units. When targeted towards owner-occupied units, it can serve as a way to prevent the displacement of vulnerable homeowners.\footnote{Part II of this brief deals with anti-displacement policies, but because the structure of these tax breaks is so similar, we keep them together in this Part.}

To preserve affordable units, a property tax benefit can come with rules that require owners to maintain a certain portion of their units at affordable rents for some period of time. Chicago, Seattle, and New York City all have programs that allow for tax reductions or exemptions for owners of multifamily buildings who undertake substantial renovations in exchange for reserving a certain number of affordable units.\footnote{Albee, A., Johnson, R., & Lubell, J. (2015). Preserving, Protecting, and Expanding Affordable Housing: A Policy Toolkit for Public Health. ChangeLab Solutions. Retrieved from http://www.changelabsolutions.org/sites/default/files/Preserving_Affordable_Housing-POLICY-TOOLKIT_FINAL_20150401.pdf.} Affordability can be defined in terms of a percentage of area median income or units benefiting from the tax break can enter into a rent stabilization program that slows their rent growth.\footnote{NYU Furman Center. (2015, June). The Challenge of Rising Rents: Exploring Whether a New Tax Benefit Could Help Keep Unsubsidized Rental Units Affordable. Retrieved from furmancenter.org/files/NYU-FurmanCenter_ChallengeofRisingRents_10JUN2015.pdf.} Either way, a bottom-line-minded owner will only be interested in trading off a tax break for affordability if the tax break is sufficient to make it worthwhile to forgo raising the rents to market. Thus, in a neighborhood where rents are high or expected to rise, the city will likely have to forego substantial tax revenue to entice owners into keeping units affordable for any significant length of time.

Rapidly rising prices can also create distress for homeowners with low and/or fixed incomes as property taxes rise. Although homeowners benefit from rising prices, homeowners generally have to move or refinance their homes to reap those benefits. To provide low-income senior or long-term homeowners with the ability to stay in their homes if they choose, several cities provide them property tax relief.\footnote{Philadelphia has a long-term owner occupants program (LOOP) that provides a property tax break for those who have owned since 2003, are paying in good standing, and meet income requirements. City of Philadelphia. Longtime Owner Occupants Program (LOOP). Retrieved from http://www.phila.gov/loop/Pages/default.aspx. Washington D.C. provides a property tax credit to low-income homeowners who have occupied their homes for at least seven years. Office of Tax and Revenue. Lower Income, Long-Term Homeowners Tax Credit. Retrieved from http://otr.cfo.dc.gov/page/other-credits-and-deductions. New York City also provides a property tax exemption to eligible senior homeowners. NYC Department of Finance. Senior Citizen Homeowners’ Exemption (SCHE). Retrieved from http://www1.nyc.gov/site/finance/benefits/landlords-sche.page.}

\section*{C. Strategy: Harnessing the Market}

Some policies also look to developers of new construction to bear some of the cost of providing new affordable housing. Regulations that require new development to support the creation of new affordable housing—such as inclusionary zoning or linkage fees—help local governments foster diversity alongside development; they also harness the market to pay for new affordable units. Like any regulation that increases the cost of development, though, the risk is that these policies may suppress development—undermining the goal of the policy and resulting in less housing overall.
1. Inclusionary Zoning

Inclusionary zoning (IZ), sometimes called inclusionary housing, leverages market-rate development to create housing affordable to low-, moderate- or middle-income households. IZ can incentivize or require the creation of affordable housing along with new market-rate housing without direct expenditure of public dollars. Such programs are designed so that the rents or sale prices from market-rate units cross-subsidize the creation (and potentially the operation, if necessary) of the lower income housing units. IZ can have many variations. It can be voluntary or mandatory; it can require affordable units on site or off site or allow for a payment in lieu; it can involve new construction or preservation of affordable units; it can target different incomes and provide different ratios of market-rate to affordable units; it can target different incomes and provide different ratios of market-rate to affordable units; it can require that affordable units be permanently affordable or permit affordability to expire. For instance, in Washington DC, affordable housing created through inclusionary zoning serves households with income up to 80 percent of area median income, does not allow for an in-lieu fee, and requires that affordable units be income restricted in perpetuity. By contrast, in Boston, affordable units can serve households with income up to 100 percent of area median income, developers have the option of paying an in-lieu fee, and units only need to be affordable for 50 years.

The difference between mandatory and voluntary is important to understand. Voluntary IZ is optional and comes with a benefit or incentive. Local zoning regulations set a base amount of density and then offer a developer greater density if he/she includes a certain amount of affordable housing in the development. Because the developer retains the option of building without the bonus, the value of the added density must more than offset the cost of providing affordable units in order to entice developers to participate.

Mandatory IZ will be most effective at generating new affordable units where market-rate rents are sufficient to cross-subsidize the construction and operation of the affordable units.

---

20 Transferrable development rights (TDR) programs present another opportunity for a city to link new development with the creation of new affordable units. A TDR program allows a property owner to transfer unused development rights granted under zoning (at, say, a single-story church on land zoned for a multistory residential building) to another location, known as the “receiving site.” With affordability requirements attached, a TDR program could have the same practical effect as a voluntary inclusionary zoning program—allowing a developer to obtain additional density in exchange for providing support (either in the form of units or a fee in lieu) for affordable housing. NYU Furman Center. (2015, March). Creating Affordable Housing Out of Thin Air: The Economics of Mandatory Inclusionary Zoning in New York City. Retrieved from http://furmancenter.org/files/NYUFurmanCenter_CreatingAffHousing_March2015.pdf


By contrast, mandatory IZ requires that a specified share of a subject market-rate development be set-aside for affordable housing. In a mandatory program, the developer typically does not have the option of building housing without the mandated affordability; but if the required affordability is too costly, a developer may choose to forgo development altogether or may choose to build something other than housing on the site, if that’s an option.

Mandatory IZ will be most effective at generating new affordable units where market-rate rents are sufficient to cross-subsidize the construction and operation of the affordable units. In neighborhoods where market-rate development is currently not profitable, neither mandatory nor voluntary IZ requirements will result in new affordable housing production without government subsidy. In areas where market-rate development may be just marginally viable today, a mandatory IZ requirement may render development infeasible in the short-term. However, cities can craft a program that ameliorates these harms in borderline markets by either providing subsidy in those areas to support development, by permitting higher rents in the affordable units for the period of time that they are needed to help maintain the development pipeline, or by allowing for a waiver of the requirements based on the economics of a specific deal. For example, in its Mandatory Inclusionary Housing Program, New York City has a “Workforce Option” that permits rents in the affordable units to be as high as 115 percent of area median income, but that option will only be available for ten years in any of the areas where the city decides to impose it. In addition to these economic feasibility questions, there are also legal constraints that local governments should keep in mind when designing inclusionary zoning programs.

All major cities that have adopted IZ—whether mandatory or voluntary—have seen it generate new affordable units and most have generated in lieu fees, but the pace of new unit creation has varied. For example, Seattle’s program created 56 units in 13 years while San Francisco’s generated 1,560 in 12 years.

2. Linkage Fees

Linkage fee programs impose a requirement on developers, typically of commercial space, to help meet a need that their new development will generate, in exchange for the necessary permissions


Although linkage fees have been used to address a range of civic needs, they are often used to support the development of affordable housing, where they are justified by showing that the new development will result in increased demand for housing by people who will work in the new development. Among other jurisdiction, San Francisco, Sacramento, Boston, and Seattle all have mandatory linkage fee programs that generate funds for affordable housing.

Linkage fee programs are typically rooted in detailed studies of development patterns in a locality, and feature uniform standards for calculating a fee obligation (typically a price set per square foot of new development). As a result, they safeguard both developers and local governments from the uncertainty and transaction costs associated with ad hoc fee negotiations, though they still carry a risk of inaccurately assessing the extent of a development’s secondary effects due to insufficient context sensitivity.

Linkage fees have raised substantial sums for housing. Between 1986 and 2012, Boston’s fee raised over $133 million. Seattle projects that it will raise over $195 million over the next decade. However, by making it more costly to develop, linkage fees run the risk of discouraging commercial development and possibly costing a neighborhood or a city (depending on the geographic boundaries of the requirement) jobs.

---


32 City of Boston. *supra*, note 29.

II. GOAL: Assisting Tenants at Risk of Displacement

Another concern for residents and policymakers in high-cost cities is the threats and harms of displacement faced by lower income residents in areas where rents are on the rise. There is a wide range of circumstances that are cited as displacement; and like the term “gentrification,” displacement can mean different things to different people. Direct displacement can occur when a market-rate unit becomes unaffordable to an existing tenant; it can also occur through landlord harassment. There can also be indirect or secondary displacement when existing community members are forced to look elsewhere for housing because the price of available units has become unaffordable. In different places, some or all of these experiences of displacement may be the focus of policy intervention.

There are a number of reasons why policymakers may make anti-displacement a policy goal. Having to move is stressful and costly, and being forced to can make the situation even worse. Changing neighborhoods means leaving a local community, disrupting social connections that can play an essential role in both life outcomes and well-being. Research shows particularly strong negative effects for children.34 There may be costs to mobility at a neighborhood level too. Lower mobility may mean greater social cohesion, which can make neighborhoods safer, more supportive, and more pleasant to live in. The negative impacts of moving can be exacerbated when the factors that lead to a move are outside a tenant’s control. Landlord harassment and arbitrary eviction are especially difficult experiences for tenants and may be in violation of legal rights.

Even just the possibility of housing instability can understandably lead many residents to fear direct displacement as gentrification takes effect. Those fears may lead to opposition to new residential development, even when such changes would absorb some of the demand that creates price pressures. Protecting residents from displacement can alleviate the fear of being forced to move from one’s home and should help move the political discussion past a pro- vs. anti-development binary towards one about how neighborhood change can benefit the current community.

For tenants for whom moving becomes inevitable, tight rental markets can make finding a new home very difficult and time-consuming and even increase the risk of homelessness. As such, it may make sense to supplement anti-displacement policies with those that help low-income households navigate finding a new place to live.

Anti-displacement policies do have potential downsides. Perhaps most fundamentally, if cities are segregated, policies that help keep households in place can reinforce existing racial and economic segregation. Moreover, programs designed to prevent moving may reduce beneficial mobility—leading residents to favor staying in place even when a move might increase their well-being or might be a better outcome for affordability in the city overall (if those moves then pave the way for higher-density development or better use/allocation of the existing stock). Such programs may also reduce revenues for landlords, which may run the risk of discouraging investment to maintain existing housing and investment to create new housing.

Nevertheless, many cities are grappling with the question of how to address displacement risks. In this section, we consider strategies cities might adopt to prevent displacement and assist households facing displacement—both anti-displacement measures and policies aimed at helping households who must move.

A. Strategy: Regulating the Landlord/Tenant Relationship
Regulating the relationship between tenants and landlords, and ensuring that tenants have the resources to enforce their rights, is one way in which local governments help protect tenants in cities where rents are on the rise. Unlike some of the other tools we discuss that can be targeted at gentrifying neighborhoods specifically, these are primarily citywide, not neighborhood-based, interventions (though New York City’s current Certificate of No Harassment policy, discussed below, is an exception).

1. Rent Regulation
Rent regulation laws (sometimes called rent stabilization or rent control) limit the amount by which landlords can raise rents.\(^{36}\) Rather than setting an absolute cap on rents, regulations often allow for regular but modest increases set—at the city or neighborhood level\(^{36}\)—by a predetermined formula or by a body of experts.\(^ {37}\) Once an existing tenant vacates, landlords can typically raise the rent for a new tenant by a greater degree than would be allowed during the course of a lease or even reset the rent to market rate.\(^ {38}\)

Many argue that, by failing to allocate rent-regulated units according to need, rent regulation is an unfair policy. It results in a transfer of money from a landlord to a tenant who may not be in need of that \textit{de facto} subsidy. And, it may in fact hurt lower-income households by undermining investment in housing and discouraging long-term tenants to vacate units—both of which could constrain housing supply.\(^ {39}\) Although rent regulation is ill-targeted if viewed as a purely redistributive program, as a program to promote longer-term lower-rent tenancies for the tenants who benefit from it, even in hot rental markets, it seems to succeed.\(^ {40}\)

\(^{37}\) Some municipalities allow yearly rent increases based on a fixed percentage, or tie increases to inflation plus additional criteria. In Washington, D.C., landlords can raise rents each year to adjust for inflation plus an additional two percent increase. (though the total increase cannot exceed 10%). DC.gov. Rent Control Fact Sheet rev. 2-2014. Retrieved from http://dhcd.dc.gov/publication/rent-control-fact-sheet-rev-2-2014. In New York City, increases for one- or two-year contracts are set annually by a Rent Guidelines Board. In addition, even for an existing tenant, landlords in many jurisdictions can seek rent increases above the standard allowable amount if there are additional factors, such as construction, improvements, or hardship. New York City Rent Guidelines Board. Rents and Rent Increases FAQ. Retrieved from http://www.nycrgb.org/html/resources/faq/rents.html


\(^{39}\) For a summary of the economics literature, theoretical and empirical, on rent control, see Jenkins, B. (2009). Rent Control: Do Economists Agree? Econ Journal Watch, 6(1), 73–112.

\(^{40}\) As of 2008, for example, stabilized tenants in New York City had lived in their units for an average of 12 years, compared to six years for households in market-rate units. This difference was especially pronounced in Manhattan below 96th Street, where 35 percent of households in rent-stabilized apartments had lived in their units for 20 years or more, compared to just 2.7 percent of households in market-rate apartments. NYU Furman Center. (2011). Rent Stabilization in New York City. Retrieved from http://furmancenter.org/files/publications/HVS_Rent_Stabilization_fact_sheet_FINAL_4.pdf.
Jurisdictions that have adopted rent regulation attempt to temper its potentially damaging effects by limiting the number of units that enter into regulation (new units are usually exempt), by allowing larger rent increases at vacancy, and by allowing for deregulation of units over time.

2. Other Regulations of Tenancy

Regulation of leases unrelated to the price of rent is another tool used to protect tenants from pressures to move out. These protections need not be tied to price regulations, though they often are. In some jurisdictions, they apply even to market-rate units as an independent form of tenant protection.

Just-cause eviction requirements restrict landlords’ ability to evict tenants—even at the end of a lease-term—other than for a specific cause enumerated by statute. In Washington, D.C., Oakland, San Francisco, and all cities in New Jersey, acceptable causes for eviction include nonpayment of rent, violation of a lease obligation, an illegal act, a landlord’s personal use of the property, sale or conversion of the unit, rehabilitation or renovation, or discontinued housing use. Connecticut extends just-cause eviction protections to elderly, disabled, or blind tenants living in developments with five or more units. Seattle applies just-cause eviction requirements to month-to-month tenancies. Landlords must also typically give notice before moving to evict a tenant for cause.

Jurisdiction-wide good-cause eviction standards can help establish a security of tenure that would be useful for preventing displacement in gentrifying neighborhoods. As an added layer of security,
Connecticut and New Jersey have also enacted statutory protections that prevent landlords from raising rent as a means of circumventing just-cause eviction protections. These regulations are not the same as rent stabilization—rather than setting a process or a schedule for raising rents, they allow tenants to contest rent increases as unduly burdensome.\(^{45}\)

Similar to just-cause eviction standards, requiring landlords to offer longer-term leases can help prevent displacement by producing more stable tenancies. Some European countries as well as U.S. rent stabilization regimes feature minimum lease durations of two or more years. Even in the absence of explicit price restrictions, longer-term leases can serve as a form of rent-stabilization because prices will have to be set for subsequent years, either by fiat or formula, in the initial agreement rather than by the market.\(^{46}\)

Finally, many cities also provide tenants protections when landlords seek to sell a property. Examples of substantive protections include requiring approval of a majority of residents;\(^{47}\) providing for a long notice period before a conversion/sale;\(^{48}\) giving tenants (or the jurisdiction itself) a right to purchase units before they can be offered to outside buyers;\(^{49}\) and/or giving tenants a right to remain as a renter or renew a tenancy following a conversion or sale.\(^{50}\)

### 3. Anti-Harassment Laws

As rents rise, the incentive to encourage lower-income households to vacate units rises accordingly, and thus, where tenant protections exist, incidents of tenant harassment can also rise. Some cities have enacted anti-harassment ordinances to address this risk. These laws both extend existing substantive protections by prohibiting certain pressure tactics used by some landlords and provide resources for affirmative enforcement of these laws.

Some jurisdictions have adopted laws directly aimed at addressing landlord harassment. Oakland and New York City have defined “tenant harassment” broadly enough to outlaw tactics such as tampering with doors and locks, unreasonably slow repair timelines, frivolous eviction proceedings, threatening to report tenants to immigration enforcement, removing tenant’s possessions from an apartment, repeatedly calling or knocking even after being asked to stop, etc.\(^{51}\) Both cities include a catchall clause as well, which prevents their lists of prohibited behaviors from being read as closed universes. Of course, banning too broad a swath of behavior may have unintended consequences such as encouraging quickly performed but shoddy repairs.

Giving tenants a right to sue for such harassment, especially when combined with a multiple


\(^{46}\) France, for instance, allows for rent to be revised once a year during a three- to six-year lease, but only if a clause in the lease-contract has a term specifying the authority to raise the rent. Moreover, a landlord may never raise the rent above a quarterly average of the index of construction costs. Global Property Guide. (2006, May 25). France: Tenant Protection Laws are Onerous. Retrieved from http://www.globalpropertyguide.com/Europe/france/Landlord-and-Tenant.


\(^{50}\) See, e.g., New York City allows this for condo or co-op conversions that involve rent-stabilized units. NYC Rent Guidelines Board. Rent Stabilization FAQs. Retrieved from http://www.nyrgb.org/html/resources/faq/rentstabil.html.

damages provision, can be a powerful tool. However, the low-income tenants may lack the resources to press these claims. Expanding resources for lawyers and organizers and encouraging tenants’ rights disclosures can help. Permitting government enforcement of the law may also help ensure enforcement.

Oakland provides one model. The City Attorney has civil enforcement powers when there is a “pattern and practice” of harassment by a given landlord or at a given property. Although such enforcement power would likely require tips from tenants, the burden of reporting to the City Attorney is significantly lower than filing a case and the City Attorney can identify patterns of harassment that may be hard for individual tenants to uncover.

In addition to anti-harassment laws, New York City has a geographically focused model designed to prevent harassment. In certain “anti-harassment zones”, to obtain a permit for any significant alteration or construction project, an owner of a qualifying rental property must first obtain a “certificate of no harassment” (or a waiver) from the city’s housing agency. To obtain this certificate, the owner must pay a fee and submit a form containing information about the work to be performed, past applications, and, if an LLC, all members of the company. The owner must submit a list of all tenants and rent paid going back three years; but the full inquiry period for the city’s investigation is over a decade. The agency that receives these documents then reaches out to local community organizations and local elected officials and publishes notice. It then does an investigation, including taking any written or oral testimony tenants may wish to provide, to determine whether harassment has taken place. If harassment is found, the case is reviewed in an administrative court to determine if the agency may refuse to issue the certification of no harassment. The City Council is considering extending the program citywide.

The main concern with this provision is that it is likely to slow development and make it more expensive for all property owners even for the majority of landlords who do not harass their tenants, thereby preventing the development needed to absorb new demand. Programs like this might reach a compromise by developing a fast-track option for owners that have a good track-record for observing tenants’ rights or by targeting owners with bad track-records for heightened scrutiny. Focusing on construction also may be too narrow a target: tenants, especially rent-regulated tenants, may be just as likely to face harassment absent any significant construction activity.

53 Oakland, Ca. Code of Ordinances Sec. 8.22.6702.
54 These rules are contained in zoning resolutions: § 23-013 et seq.; § 93-90 et seq.; § 96-00 et seq.; § 98-80 et seq.
56 New York City Zoning Resolution § 93-90(c)(7)(ii). There is also a cure provision that, in certain cases, allows the landlord to set aside a significant portion of new construction for permanent affordable housing without subsidy. New York City Zoning Resolution § 93-90(a)(5).
4. Know and Enforce Your Rights Assistance

Access to information and representation helps tenants enforce existing legal protections, like the ones discussed above. Information about rights and access to assistance in asserting them are necessary in order to make the existence of those legal protections meaningful.

The availability of lawyers may help tenants avoid eviction by helping tenants negotiate more favorable settlements and by discouraging frivolous eviction suits. Preliminary studies and pilot programs in New York and Boston provide support for the notion that legal representation improves outcomes for tenants. New York City, San Francisco, Washington, D.C. and Massachusetts are all considering some form of expanded access to legal services for low-income tenants.

The main challenge of this strategy is fiscal—providing legal assistance is expensive. To manage costs, funding can be targeted geographically to high-displacement-risk neighborhoods, but this presents potentially insurmountable problems of measurement as well as disadvantaging individuals who may benefit from legal assistance but live in lower-risk neighborhoods. It may be cheaper to fund “unbundled” legal services, where a lawyer helps with a portion of a case rather than providing full representation. One recent study from Boston has indicated outcomes for tenants were similar whether services are for a portion or the entirety of a case, while a more informal study of the pilot program in San Francisco indicated the opposite.

Tenant organizers and rights disclosures are also important tools for protecting tenants’ rights. Widespread dissemination of information about tenants’ rights and available resources can raise awareness of legal protections and pursuit of legal remedies. Provision of tenant-rights resources at convenient locations and times can also make a significant difference in terms of ensuring access to available resources.

B. Strategy: Assistance for Households that Move

Some jurisdictions have implemented policies that address the challenges of finding a new place to live in a high-cost city.

1. Preferences for Subsidized Housing

In high-cost markets, subsidized housing units are in especially high demand. If a jurisdiction wants to assist households that are displaced, it could create a preference for such households in the selection process for housing it subsidizes, a strategy that has been employed by some cities.

For example, Portland, Oregon has provided a preference for subsidized housing in a specific area


of the city for residents or their descendants who were displaced or residents at risk of displacement from the area due to city urban renewal policies. New York City and San Francisco have policies that give preference for a share of new subsidized units to households who live nearby. Policies that give a preference for new housing based on a geographical link between the existing residency of a household and the newly available unit are seen as ways to combat gentrification because they can help households stay more permanently in a neighborhood (i.e., in rent-restricted subsidized housing) where they might otherwise be priced out. While they may be seen as ways to maintain diversity in the long-run in neighborhoods undergoing change, these policies can run the risk of reinforcing segregation in the short-term (or in the long-term if the expected demographic shifts do not materialize). New York City’s policy is currently being challenged in court on fair housing grounds; and numerous suburban jurisdictions have faced challenges based on tenant selection policies (typically tenant selection policies that provide preference for local residents over people seeking to move from other jurisdictions). In August of this year, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Renewal rejected a marketing plan for a HUD-subsidized development in San Francisco that included application of that city’s preference; according to news reports, it is unclear what this action will mean for the future of San Francisco’s policy. Of course, the existence of a legal challenge (like in New York) or a concern about application in a particular instance (as appears to be the case in San Francisco) does not mean that community-based preferences will be impermissible in all instances. Cities might also consider a preference for available subsidized units based on displacement risk without limiting the preference to households already living in the same community as the new housing. Indeed, HUD just agreed to allow San Francisco to impose such a preference in the federally subsidized development where it earlier rejected application of that city’s preference. A preference for at-risk households may be an effective strategy for assisting some of the households likely to be displaced in gentrifying neighborhoods. But if targeted to

65 The pending challenge alleges that the city’s community preference policy discriminates based on race because of the high levels of neighborhood racial segregation in New York City. First Amended Complaint, Winfield v. City of New York, 15-cv-05236 (S.D.N.Y. 2015).
GENTRIFICATION RESPONSE: A SURVEY OF STRATEGIES TO MAINTAIN DIVERSITY

In gentrifying neighborhoods, the policy could hasten gentrification by facilitating moves of lower-income residents out of the neighborhood.

In addition, in order for such a policy to be meaningful, there needs to be a reliable measure of displacement risk—either individual indicators (possibly residence in market-rate housing; substandard living conditions; severe rent burden) or neighborhood-based indicators (possibly residence in a neighborhood that has high housing costs or in a neighborhood where rents are on the rise)—that also reduces the number of eligible households. In a high-cost city, many or most of the income-eligible households may have characteristics indicating risk of displacement.

2. Relocation Assistance & Regulation of “Buyouts”

Providing assistants—both financial assistance and relocation assistance—to residents who are facing a move because of displacement is another strategy high-cost cities might take.

In some cases of direct displacement, some cities mandate that landlords pay the relocation costs for tenants in some circumstances. In Washington, D.C., tenants are eligible to receive relocation assistance when their building is demolished or substantially rehabilitated, no longer used, or converted into condominiums.67 San Francisco requires that owners of rent stabilized units pay relocation payments to tenants in a number of no-fault eviction circumstances.68 New York City’s rent stabilization rules similarly require that a landlord pay relocation expenses or find alternative housing for a tenant evicted from a rent stabilized unit because of the owner’s intention to demolish the building.69

Even when relocation payments are not mandated, in cities where tenants have the right to remain in their units, they often occur in practice. Cities interested in assisting tenants at risk of displacement, and interested in protecting the efficacy of their rent regulation laws, may be interested in regulating these more informal “buyout” transactions. Recently, New York City,70 San

69 N.Y. Comp. Codes R. & Regs. tit. 9 § 2524.5(a)(2).
70 New York City passed three laws addressing buyouts, which established that (i) an owner must wait 180 days to make a new offer after a tenant rejects a buyout offer; (ii) in connection with a buyout offer, an owner may not threaten a tenant, contact a tenant at odd hours, or provide false information to a tenant; and (iii) when making a buyout offer, an owner must inform a tenant of “their right to stay in their apartment, to seek an attorney’s advice, and to decline any future contact on a buyout offer for 180 days.” City of New York. (2015, September 3). Mayor de Blasio Signs Three New Laws Protecting Tenants from Harassment. Retrieved from http://www1.nyc.gov/office-of-the-mayor/news/590-15/mayor-de-blasio-signs-three-new-laws-protecting-tenants-harassment.
Francisco, Berkeley, and Santa Monica passed laws to regulate buyout negotiations and agreements between rent-regulated tenants and landlord—requiring rights disclosures to tenants and other tenant protections in the negotiation and agreement processes. San Francisco, Santa Monica, and Berkeley will make some information about buyout agreements publicly available.

Cities can also help displaced tenants by providing access to housing counseling services to help tenants find new homes and/or prepare for the rental search process, drawing on existing models of counseling programs that target homeowners and voucher recipients. For example, such a program could help with search assistance, education and information about how to assess the quality and characteristics of a new unit, and information about schools and other services in neighborhoods.

Seattle is considering one way to alleviate these obstacles for tenants by creating a portable unified tenant screening report. To develop such a report, city officials would convene relevant stakeholders to negotiate over the proper information to include in a report. To ensure its use, the city could broker an agreement—whether legally enforceable or not—among landlords to only use the standard report, prohibit the use of any other report, or provide benefits to landlords.
who use the document. To prevent tenants from being charged multiple times, the report could be provided to tenants rather than landlords. Tenants could then bring it with them in their apartment search. Once a unified report were agreed to, it would provide the baseline for study about which factors best predict rent payment, as well as for negotiation about which factors should and should not be included.

If designed well, a unified screening report could benefit both landlords and tenants. Landlords would have the benefit of uniformity and potentially cost savings, as well as a report that contains information that, based on the collective wisdom landlords and possibly other evidence, is most indicative of likelihood to pay rent. Tenants would benefit from more predictability and lower cost, as well as having a voice in what should be included in the report.

Conclusion

One of the most significant challenges facing many cities today is how to maintain affordability and diversity in the face of dramatic increases in housing demand and housing prices. In this policy brief, we have explored policy tools that have been used to address the challenges of rapidly rising rents, including both strategies to increase housing supply and approaches to provide protections for existing tenants. Much work remains to be done to determine whether, in what conditions, and in what combination, the above explored possibilities have the largest impact with the fewest unintended consequences.
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